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POLICE — BODY ARMOUR PROJECT 
Statement by Minister for Police 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland — Minister for Police) [12.04 pm]: It is with some pride that I inform the 
house of a significant milestone in the personal issue of new body armour to Western Australia’s police officers. 
The 5 000th police officer was recently measured for the issue of their own body armour in the rollout of this 
$19.2 million initiative to provide modern protective equipment for our frontline police. The measuring program 
is some two months ahead of schedule, notwithstanding the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
is close to completion amongst all of the operational workforce. Senior armour fitter Ethne Moller and Inspector 
Brett Baddock are among the officers to be congratulated for their tireless work on the rollout. 
The body armour project transforms the protective equipment provided to support and protect all our frontline 
police, with the personal-issue body armour kits receiving very positive feedback. The multi-threat body armour 
vests are designed to offer significant resistance to sharp objects and bladed weapons, along with protection against 
firearm threats. The kits include a trauma pouch, used to treat casualties, which is designed to attach to body armour 
overt carriers or utility belts. The trauma pouch recently proved invaluable when officers responded to a call of 
attempted suicide in bushland in Anketell. The attending officers located the person bleeding severely, and used their 
body armour trauma kits to control the bleeding. Their new OneForce Locate mobile phone location application 
was also used to direct other officers and paramedics to their location. 
This milestone is a massive leap forward from when the body armour project was just a 2015 trial to nowhere, with 
no plan and no money on budget from the Barnett–Harvey government. With the personal issue of state-of-the-art 
body armour, the McGowan government is delivering on our commitment to provide WA’s police officers with 
the best protective equipment possible when they turn out to protect us in the community. 
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